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Puzzle Test Questions for IBPS PO Pre, RRB Scale I Pre, SBI PO 
Pre, Syndicate Bank PO, Canara Bank PO, IBPS SO Pre, IBPS Clerk 
Mains and SBI Clerk Mains Exams. 

Set No 146 
 

Directions: Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given beside: 
 
Seven persons namely Jacob, Laxman, Lingesh, Justin, Ajay, Rahul and Mahesh are scheduled to attend 
interview and it is to be held in different days of a week starting from Monday to Sunday. Each of them likes 
different banks among BOB, BOI, BOM, SBI, PNB, CBI and IOB. Each of them likes different colors among Red, 
Green, Black, White, Yellow, Violet and Blue. All the above information is not necessarily in the same order. 
  
Rahul likes Violet color and he attends the interview on fourth day of the week but he likes neither BOM Bank 
nor CBI Bank. Two persons attend the interview between Rahul and Laxman, who is not the first person to 
attend the interview. There is only one person attend the interview between Justin and Mahesh. Mahesh 
attends the interview neither on first day nor on third day of the week. Mahesh likes Red color and BOM Bank. 
One who attends the interview on last day of week likes Black color and IOB Bank. Jacob does not attend the 
interview on the day either immediately before or immediately after the day on which Justin attends the 
interview. Justin does not like Yellow, Green and White colors. Ajay attends the interview immediately after 
Mahesh and likes Green color. Lingesh likes PNB Bank but does not like Yellow color. Justin likes neither BOB 
Bank nor BOI Bank. One who likes SBI Bank attends the interview immediately after the one who likes BOM 
Bank. One who likes BOI Bank attends the interview on one of the days after Lingesh’s interview. 
 
 
 

1.  Who among the following person attends the interview on Friday? 

A. The one who likes Blue color  B. The one who likes IOB Bank 
C. The one who likes BOM Bank  D. The one who likes White color 
E. None of the above 

 
2.  Who among the following person likes BOI Bank? 

A. Jacob  B. Rahul  C. Lingesh  D. Ajay   E. None of the above 

 
3.  Which among the following combination is true? 

A. Jacob-BOI-Yellow B. Justin-BOM-Blue C. Lingesh-PNB-White  D. Ajay-CBI-Green E. All are true 

 
4.  How many persons attend the interview between the one who like Yellow and the 
one who like CBI Bank? 

A. None  B. Two   C. One   D. Three  E. None of these 



 

 

5.  Which among the following statement is definitely true? 

A. Only one person attends the interview between the one who likes Yellow and the one who likes PNB bank. 
B. Lingesh attends the interview immediately before the one who like Violet color. 
C. The one who like Blue color and the one who like Red color attends the interview in consecutive days. 
D. The one who like BOB attends the interview on Tuesday. 
E. None of these 
 
 

Correct Answers: 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

C B C C E 

 
 
 
COMMON EXPLANATION: 
  
References: 
 
Rahul likes Violet color and he attends the interview on fourth day of the week but he likes neither BOM Bank 
nor CBI Bank. 
 
Two persons attend the interview between Rahul and Laxman, who is not the first person to attend the 
interview. 
 
One who attends the interview on last day of week likes Black color and IOB Bank. 
  
Inferences: 
 
From above statements, 
 
Rahul likes Violet color and he attends the interview on fourth day of the week but he likes neither BOM Bank 
nor CBI Bank. 
 
Here, Rahul attends the interview on Thursday (4th day) and he likes Violet color. Rahul doesn’t like BOM and 
CBI Banks. 
  
Two persons attend the interview between Rahul and Laxman, who is not the first person to attend the 
interview. 
 
Laxman do not attend the interview on Monday (1st person) and then he attends on Sunday. 
  
One who attends the interview on last day of week likes Black color and IOB Bank. 
 
We know, Laxman attends the interview on Sunday (last day) and he likes Black color and IOB Bank. 



 

 

By using above information, we get the initial table as follows, 
  

Day Person Bank Color Hints 

Monday       Laxman 

Tuesday         

Wednesday         

Thursday Rahul   Violet BOM/CBI 

Friday         

Saturday         

Sunday Laxman IOB Black   

   
References: 
 
Mahesh attends the interview neither on first day nor on third day of the week. 
 
Ajay attends the interview immediately after Mahesh and likes Green color. 
 
There is only one person attend the interview between Justin and Mahesh. 
 
Mahesh likes Red color and BOM Bank. 
 
Justin does not like Yellow, Green and White colors. 
 
Justin likes neither BOB Bank nor BOI Bank. 
 
Inferences: 
 
From above statements, 
 
With respect to above reference points, Mahesh do not attend the interview on Monday (1st day) or 
Wednesday (3rd day). If Mahesh attends the interview on Tuesday, then there is no place for Justin (one 
person attend the interview between Justin and Mahesh). 
  
Therefore, Mahesh attends the interview on Friday and Ajay attends the interview on Saturday (immediate 
after Mahesh). 
 
Finally, Justin attends the interview on Wednesday. 
 
Ajay likes Green color. Mahesh likes Red color and BOM Bank. 
  
By using all above information, we get the following table as shown, 
  
 
 
 
 



 

 

Day Person Bank Color Hints 

Monday       Laxman/Mahesh 

Tuesday         

Wednesday Justin     
Yellow,/Green/White 

BOB/BOI 

Thursday Rahul   Violet BOM/CBI 

Friday Mahesh BOM Red   

Saturday Ajay   Green   

Sunday Laxman IOB Black   

  
  
References: 
 
Jacob does not attend the interview on the day either immediately before or immediately after the day on 
which Justin attends the interview. 
 
Lingesh likes PNB Bank but does not like Yellow color. 
 
One who likes SBI Bank attends the interview immediately after the one who likes BOM Bank. 
 
One who likes BOI Bank attends the interview on one of the days after Lingesh’s interview. 
 
Inferences: 
 
From above statements, 
  
With respect to 1st reference point, Jacob attends the interview on Monday (only possibility) 
  
Finally, Lingesh attends the interview on Tuesday. Lingesh likes PNB Bank but does not like Yellow color. 
 
One who likes SBI Bank attends the interview immediately after the one who likes BOM Bank. 
 
Mahesh attends the interview on Friday and likes BOM bank. Therefore, Ajay attends the interview on 
Saturday and likes SBI bank as per above statement. 
  
One who likes BOI Bank attends the interview on one of the days after Lingesh’s interview. 
 
Lingesh attends the interview on Tuesday. Justin attends the interview on Wednesday and doesn’t like BOI 
Bank. Then, Rahul attends the interview the on Thursday and likes BOI Bank (only possibility) 
 
Now as per table, 
 
Justin doesn’t like BOB Bank and then he likes CBI Bank (only possibility). 
 
Finally, Jacob likes BOB Bank (only bank left among seven) 



 

 

  
Lingesh and Justin don’t like Yellow color. Therefore, Jacob likes Yellow color. 
 
Justin doesn’t like White color. Therefore, Justin likes Blue color (only possibility) 
 
Finally, Lingesh likes White color. Thus we get the completed table. 
 
  

Day Person Bank Color Hints 

Monday Jacob BOB Yellow Laxman/Mahesh 

Tuesday Lingesh PNB White Yellow 

Wednesday Justin CBI Blue 
Yellow,/Green/White 

BOB/BOI 

Thursday Rahul BOI Violet BOM/CBI 

Friday Mahesh BOM Red   

Saturday Ajay SBI Green   

Sunday Laxman IOB Black   
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Answers : 
 

1. The following common explanation, we get "Mahesh- The one who likes BOM Bank". 
 

Hence, option C is correct. 

 
 
2.   Following the common explanation, we get "Rahul". 

 
Hence, option B is correct. 

 
 

3.  The following common explanation, we get "Lingesh-PNB-White". 
 
Hence, option C is correct. 

 
 

4.   The following common explanation, we get "One". 
 

Jacob-Yellow-Monday and Justin-CBI-Wednesday. So only one person attend the interview between 
Jacob and Justin. 

 
Hence, option C is correct. 

 
 

5.  The following common explanation, we get "None of these". 
 
All statements are false. 
 
Hence, option E is correct. 
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